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ABSTRACT 

 

Personal genome projects discovered usual and unusual human variations 

and genetic factors associated with certain diseases [1]. Genetic and 

monogenic diseases are actively researched among researchers and they have 

discovered many causative loci [2-4]. Accordingly, variations that affect 

human phenotype are focused and discovered in many cases, however, a few 

mutations is deleterious to human health. Besides, mutations of essential 

genes are purified by selections [5]. However, recent study identified that 

human genome carries up to 100 LoF variants predicted to affect transcript 

and 20 completely inactivated genes [6]. Those of who carry broken genes 

still survive without severe clinical abnormalities [7]. Healthy people always 

carry deleterious variants – severe recessive disease allele in the heterozygous 

state – and the variants will become causal disease variants within a few 

generations.  

 Here we examined the potential effects of a set of LoF genes that share 

biological functions in clinical context. First, we found LoF genes of 

individual and calculate the proportion of shared genes between personal 

broken genes and each pathway member genes. Second, we queried disease-

gene association database to identify genes with known associations with 

diseases and then compute pathway-disease similarity. Lastly, Pearson’s 

correlation was applied to calculate between personage-pathway and disease-

pathway similarity vectors and we ordered by highest to lowest coefficient 

values of correlations. The higher coefficient value, the higher proportion of 
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shared genes between phenotype associated gene list and individual LoF gene 

list. It suggests that a subject is highly connected to a certain disorder based 

on pathway information. We found that there is a higher correlation between 

an individual similarity vector and Parkinson disease similarity vector 

although none of individual LoF gene is associated with Parkinson disease 

directly. Our results suggest that LoF gene-set wise approach is useful for 

finding potential disease risk of personal genome and relevant biological 

features are helpful for clinical assessment. 

 

Keywords: personal genome, gene-set analysis, loss of function variant, 

gene loss, genetic variation 

Student number: 2010-23742 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Advanced sequencing technologies have dramatically increased sequence 

throughput capacities and many causative and candidate gene and loci for 

monogenic diseases have been identified. Yet the clinical translation of 

genetic risk estimates through genomic information still remains challenge [8]. 

An integrated analysis based on whole genome sequence and clinical 

information is suggested; risk of Mendelian and complex disease is estimated 

and drug dose and clinical responses are assessed based on genomic variants 

[9]. However, many of unusual or previously unknown variants will be benign 

or artifact due to limitation of sequencing technology. Recent study found that 

every healthy genome contains up to 100 LoF variants predicted to affect 

transcript, suggesting unraveled alternatives in biological process [6]. 

Nonetheless, some of genes contain LoF variant are well known as disease 

causal genes and we do not know functional impact of LoF variant yet. 

The recent explosion of genomic data and biomedical literature provides us 

to identify disease genes by computational approach [10]. Though disease 

associated genes are many, there still is the knowledge gap between gene and 

disease [11]. Those connections have made a little contribution towards 

interpreting personal genome. It is therefore assumed that every single gene 

has its alternative versions of genes as a gene selection in biological process 

to avoid malfunction. Furthermore, genes do not work alone and the effect of 

a gene will vary depending which other genes it is working with [12]. 

Scientists predefined a set of interact genes such as pathway that explains 
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molecular level of mechanisms based on biological knowledge. By assessing 

through the pathway knowledge, the disease gene associations are straight 

forwardly interpretable and functionally relevant sets of genes are highly 

connected to associated diseases with full evidence [13,14]. Therefore, we 

assessed the potential effect of a set of LoF genes that share biological 

functions to individual in clinical context. First, we aggregated LoF gene 

interactions referring to pathway knowledge in order to take advantage to 

detect obscure effect of multiple members in association [15]. Calculating 

proportion of shared genes between personal and each pathway gene list, we 

found overrepresented pathway and calculated those index to measure 

correlation between individual and disease-pathway similarity vectors. Second, 

we referred Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) Morbid map [16] 

to identify disease genes with known associations with disease and then, 

bridging the gap between gene and disease by pathway knowledge, calculate 

disease-pathway similarity defined as the size of the intersection divided by 

the size of union of two gene lists. Lastly, Pearson’s correlation is applied on 

disease-pathway and individual-pathway similarity vectors to calculate 

coefficient between the two. Ordering highest to lowest coefficient values of 

correlated disease, high rank diseases suggest that proportion of pathway 

shared genes between pathway and disease are highly correlated to 

overrepresented pathway gene list of individual. In addition, we report 

enriched pathway of high rank diseases and relevant biological features to 

help clinical assessment. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

 Personal genomes 

In this study, we used three Korean healthy individuals of whole genome 

sequencing data that generated by Illumina Hiseq-2000 with an average of 

33x coverage. In order to detect high quality and comprehensive single 

nucleotide variants (SNVs), we developed an integrated pipeline to automate 

the process of variant detection from alignment to filter out low quality 

variants by following steps: 1) Align paired-end reads to a human reference 

genome version hg19 by Burrow-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [17] which works 

for short reads (~200bp) and is fast and accurate alignment tool with low error 

rates. 2) Convert aligned SAM file to binary version of SAM file. 3) Merge all 

aligned BAM files and sort by karyotypic order referred to the reference 

genome. 4) To minimize experimental artifacts, PCR duplicate reads are 

removed by Picard tool. 5) Execute base quality recalibration that is re-

evaluating base qualities using the actual counts of mismatches from 

alignments for more accurate alignments with improved quality scores using 

the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) TableRecalibration [18]. 6) In order to 

realign mismatches of insertion, deletion (INDEL) and SNV clusters, GATK 

IndelRealigner is used. 7) Detect variants using GATK UnifiedGenotyper.  8) 

Lastly, GATK UnifiedGenotyper is used for variant calls with stringent filter 

options for the more accurate variant detection and returns a Variant Call 

Format (VCF) file with detected variants, reference base, chromosomal 
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location, variant quality score and other useful information (Fig. 1). 

 

LoF variants 

Variants predicted to completely lost its function are defined as follows: 

nonsense mutations, splice site-disrupting SNVs, INDEL predicted to disrupt 

a transcript’s reading frame, and larger deletions removing either the first 

exon or more than 50% of the protein coding sequence [6]. Here we referred 

MacArthur et al. for a list of putative LoF SNPs and INDELs that 

systematically validated. Total 2,808 candidate LoF variant records are written 

and specifically 1,768 LoF SNVs and 1,040 INDELs are marked. Not only 

genomic location but also annotations like dbSNP ID, variant type, population 

specified derived allele frequency, and other information are included. 

However, chromosomal position is related to GRCh36 and annotated dbSNP 

ID is only for variants present in dbSNP129 version. In order to annotate 

personal genomes that are aligned to GRCh37 (hg19) version of human 

genome reference, we converted all batch coordinates to newer version using 

UCSC Genome Browser utility [19]. As a result, a new version of LoF variant 

list is generated including genome position relative to GRCh37, reference and 

altered bases, and derived allele frequency from 1000 Genomes [20] in Asian 

population (Table 2). Other annotations such as dbSNP and gene are discarded 

and manually re-annotated with newer version of databases.  

 

 Pathway knowledgebase 

Pathway member is a collection of a set of interact genes that forms an 
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aggregate biological function. Hence, Interpretation biological mechanism 

through pathway knowledgebase is straight forward and each pathway 

explains molecular level of mechanism. There are well known pathway 

databases such as Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 

Pathway [21,22], Reactome, and BioCarta. We used KEGG Pathway that is a 

collection of manually drawn pathway maps representing human knowledge 

on the molecular interaction and reaction networks. KEGG Pathway lists 

genetic pathways and member genes and is comprised of 234 pathways for 

5,969 genes.  

 

 Genetic factors 

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) is a comprehensive archive 

of the relationship between causative genes and genetic phenotypes [16]. We 

downloaded OMIM Morbid map that is sorted alphabetically by disorder. It 

lists genes and their disease associations and is exported as a simple table with 

5,890 entries. Each line in the table corresponds to one gene-disorder 

association and 3,180 disorders and 2,643 genes are listed. However, those 

non-standardized phenotype terms make it difficult to link relevant genetic 

information. Therefore, we linked OMIM disease terms to Medical Subject 

Headings (MeSH) [23] for further analysis. 

 

Calculate disease-pathway similarity 

In order to measure disease-pathway similarity, we applied Jaccard distance 

that is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of union of the 
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samples sets. Hence, we noted all gene list of each disease and pathway, 

counting the number of the intersection and union of two gene lists (Fig. 2) by 

computational methods, disease-pathway similarity can be calculated 

efficiently. Consequently, the proportion of shared genes between disease and 

pathway gene lists signifies a disease-pathway similarity.  

 

          ( ,  ) = 	
 (            ∩             )

 (            ∪             )
 

 

Measure correlation coefficient 

To examine the potential effects of a set of LoF genes, we measured 

Pearson’s correlation between disease-pathway and personage-pathway 

similarities (Fig. 2). With a disease-pathway similarity matrix, we pasted one 

extra column that is an individual vector, LoF genes of personal genome and 

each pathway similarity, then we calculate coefficient values between diseases 

and individual similarity vector. Coefficient is defined as the covariance of the 

similarity divided by their standard deviations. It indicates that the higher 

proportion of shared genes, the higher correlation between personal LoF 

genes and disease associated gene list. We can infer a subject is highly 

connected to a certain disorder based on disease-pathway similarity.  

 

           ( ,  ) = 	
 ∑     −	∑  ∑  
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RESULTS 

 

Personal LoF variants and genes 

Each personal genome, around 3.5 million of variants are detected (Table 3) 

and, in SNUBI personal genomes, we found 86, 81, and 73 personal LoF 

variants matched on the LoF variants list, respectively (Table 4-6). Most of 

LoF variants are deleterious to human so that they are prevented from 

increasing in allele frequency by purifying selection. Thus, LoF variants are 

markedly enriched for low frequency alleles. We took a look into the 

distribution of allele frequency of putative LoF variants (Fig. 3). In case of 

MacArthur et al. data, around 70% of LoF variants are marked as low 

frequency alleles. In case of SNUBI samples, most of candidate LoF variants 

are high frequency alleles although these variants are subset of whole list. 

With individual LoF variants, we annotate variant with ANNOVAR that is a 

tool for functional annotation of genetic variants [24]. It marks dbSNP ID and 

official gene symbol based on chromosomal location. As a result, we listed up 

85, 80, 71 LoF genes from each personal genome, respectively. Unlike the 

previously reported that human genome contains up to 20 LoF genes, we 

found many candidate LoF genes because we do not apply any filter to 

discard putative LoF variants. In order to determine whether a variant is 

deleterious or not, we applied SIFT algorithm for all LoF variants in every 

sample. Beside coding region, almost half of them are predicted to be benign 

(Table 7) and deleterious variants are markedly enriched for low frequency 
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alleles (Fig. 4).  

 

Disease-pathway similarity and coefficient calculation 

In Morbid map, each of diseases is associated with the average of 13 genes 

and, in case of KEGG Pathway, each pathway contains the average 73 

member genes. Applying Jaccard distance to those groups, we found there is 

only few genes overlap between the two. Accordingly, a sparse similarity 

matrix file is written with columns represented disease and rows represented 

pathway. Next, we calculated a similarity vector of personal LoF genes and 

each of pathway genes. Lastly, we measured Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

for the strength of the relationship between two similarity vectors and the 

higher coefficient means, referring to pathway gene list, the higher proportion 

of gene sharing. We sorted from highest to lowest coefficient value and 

filtered out the record with lower than 0.2 coefficient value. As we mentioned 

above, individual genes are broken one that may predict to affect on 

molecular level and phenotypes. Therefore, an individual-pathway similarity 

represents possibility of pathway that will work improperly so that we 

predicted high risk diseases based on abnormal pathway and disease-pathway 

shared gene list. 

 

 Association of LoF genes and high rank diseases 

We found potential effects of a set of LoF gene that share biological 

functions by predicting risk diseases based on disease-pathway similarity. The 

result of analyzing SNUBI01 genome, Parkinson disease is the highest rank 
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with coefficient value of 0.325132 although none of LoF gene is associated 

with Parkinson disease directly (Table 8). The report shows that MeSH 

category 10, 15, 20, and 23 are highly marked, which are ‘Nervous System 

Disease’, ‘Hemic and Lymphatic Disease’, ‘Immune System Diseases’, and 

‘Pathological Conditions, Signs and Symptoms’ categories, respectively. With 

SNUBI02 genome, most of coefficient values are similar (Table 9). 

Furthermore, enriched pathways on the list are also similar which means some 

of LoF genes are highly overrepresented in specific pathways. The last LoF 

gene set from SNUBI03 genome reports phenotypes that are related to vision 

(Table 10). We report not only risk disease but also disease enriched pathways, 

MeSH category, and coefficient value with greater than 0.2. As we annotated 

disease term to MeSH term that consists of sets of terms naming descriptors in 

a hierarchical structure, we may suggest which category of disease is 

overrepresented in top rank diseases. It tends to suggest similar diseases that 

share common genes with a specific pathway are highly ranked. Accordingly, 

LoF gene-set wise approach is useful for finding potential disease risk of 

personal genome and relevant biological features are helpful for clinical 

assessment. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

One gene loss may have no biological impact. However, LoF genes of 

personal genome still have potential effects and we assumed that several 

broken genes that share biological functions may cause certain diseases that 

are associated with those genes. Here we measure potential impact of LoF 

genes using disease-pathway similarity. As a result, we offered high ranked 

diseases and other relevant biological feature such as disease enriched 

pathway and disease category. Highly correlated diseases tend to be ranked by 

few shared genes between individual and pathway. In other words, a small 

proportion of LoF genes are found in pathway gene list. The proportion of 

shared genes between individual and each pathway is low so that every gene 

is not fully reflected to predict risk diseases with this pathway data set. 

We used pathway gene list to bridge the knowledge gap between gene and 

disease. Each pathway has gene list and one of pathway has many interact 

genes. In this factor, similarity based approach can be biased because well-

known disease associated genes are distributed to specific pathways. 

Furthermore, we do not filter out common variants in Asian population. 

Instead of filtering race specific common variants, we used all LoF genes of 

personal to measure its potential impacts and tried to find all interacting genes 

as many as possible. Accordingly, the coefficient value is not high due to a 

parse similarity matrix.  

OMIM Morbid map lists genes and their disease associations. All records are 
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manually curated so its accuracy is very high but it is a limitation because 

only confirmed and validated associations are recorded. In other words, 

recently reported low confident disease-gene associations are missing. 

Therefore, it is necessary that include other genetic association databases to 

find disease association genes. 

LoF variants are markedly enriched for low frequency alleles, however, in 

SNUBI genomes, most of candidate LoF variants are high frequency alleles. 

These variants may be false positive and they do not affect protein function 

accordingly but there is no way to validate this genetic information. In sum, 

interpretation of healthy genome is complex and difficult to validate one’s 

report. Nonetheless, we need to approach personal genome interpretation with 

reasonable methods and good genetic information related to phenotypes. 
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Table 2. The list of putative LoF variants. 
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Table 3. Statistics of detected variant calls. 
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Table 4. The list of LoF variants that found in SNUBI01 genome and its 

annotation.  
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Table 5. The list of LoF variants that found in SNUBI02 genome and its 

annotation. 
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Table 6. The list of LoF variants that found in SNUBI03 genome and its 

annotation. 
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Table 7. Number of variants that are predicted to affect protein function. 

We applied SIFT algorithm to determine whether a variant is deleterious 

or not. Beside coding-region, almost half of them are predicted to be 

benign.  
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Table 8. Candidate disease list of SNUBI01 genome. 
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Table 9. Candidate disease list of SNUBI02 genome. 
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Table 10. Candidate disease list of SNUBI03 genome. 
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FIGURES 
 

Figure 1. An overview of personal genome variant detection pipeline. A 

number of reads are aligned to human reference genome and mapped 

reads are provided as input to next steps. Before we go further, an 

aligned file needs to be sorted by karyotypic order. In order to detect 

high quality variants, we removed PCR duplicates, recalibrate quality 

table, and realigned INDEL and SNP cluster regions. Finally, we detected 

variants and filtered out low quality variants. A variant call format (VCF) 

file is written as a result. 
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Figure 2. Disease-pathway similarity and correlation coefficient 

calculation. We defined disease-pathway similarity as the number of the 

intersection divided by the number of the disease and pathway sets.  
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Figure 3. Distribution of allele frequency of putative LoF variants. About 

70% of LoF variants are marked as low frequency alleles. In SNUBI 

samples, most of candidate LoF variants are high frequency allels 

although these variants are subset of MacArthur et al. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of deleterious alleles frequency.  
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국   

 

개인 체 프 트를 통해  다양한 인간  변이가 보고 었고, 

질병  원인  생각 는  요인도 많이 찾게 었다. 에 

해  병하는 병과 단일 자질 에 해 는 많  연구

가 이루어 며 실 도 많  요인  견하 다. 라  개인  

에 향    있는 이러한 변이 보를 집하고 분 하는

데  고 있지만 모든 변이가 인간에게 해한 것  아니다. 

실  해하다고 생각 는 돌연변이는 이미 개체 에  거

었  이다. 하지만 근  연구 에 르면 건강한 사람

이라도 개인당 100여개  능  잃  단일염 변이를 지니고 있

며,  20여개  작동하지 않는 자를 가지고 있다고 보고

하 다. 그러나 우리는 능  잃  자를 갖고 있다 하 라도 

상  살아가고 있다. 이는 험한 열  질 에 한 립 

질  이 합체 상태  갖고 있  에 에 는 험

이 없지만 다  에 는 곧 병할  있는 원인 돌연변이가  

 있는 것이다.  

 우리는 여  개인 체에  찾  능  잃  자 들  생

명 상에 근거하여 임상학  근하여 분 해 보았다. 첫째, 개

인이 갖고 있는 작동하지 않는 자들  찾고 여  찾  

자들과 각 생체신  요소 자들과  공  도를 계산한다. 
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째, 특  질병과 자  계 보를 모아놓  데이 베이스를 통

해 각각  질병과 연 이 있다고 알 진 자들과 생체신  구

요소 자들과  공  도를 통해 질병과 생체신 간  사

도를 구한다. 마지막 , 개인  능  잃어버린 자  생체신

 구  자들과  사도를 계산한 벡  질병과 생체신 간

 사도 벡 에 한 피어슨 상 계 를 구하고 그 값  내림차

 한다. 상 계 가 클  개인과 생체신 간  자 

공 도  질병과 생체신 간  자 공 도가 높다는 미  이

는 개인  능  잃  자들이 해당 질병과 이 크다라는 

결  내릴  있 며 질병  하는데 있어  생체신  보가 

 사용  것이다. 실  능  잃  개인  자  재 지 

킨슨 병과 이 있다고 알  있는 자는 없 에도 우리가 

분 한 한 명  샘플에  킨슨 병과 이 크다고 보고 었다. 

이 듯 개인  작동하지 않는 자 집합  통해  잠재  

병할  있는 질  알아낼  있 며, 임상학  평가에 큰 도움  

  있다. 

 

주요어 : 개인 체, 자집합 분 , 능  잃  변이, 자손

실,  변이 

학  번 : 2010-23742 
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